Anticancer effect of gene/peptide co-delivery system using transferrin-grafted LMWSC.
A series of ternary complex was designed to deliver psiRNA-bcl2 and (KLA)4 peptide into cancer cells for cancer therapy. The delivered psiRNA-bcl2 induced gene-silencing in a nucleus of cancer cells, while (KLA)4 peptide inhibited cancer growth via mitochondrial apoptosis, indicating that the ternary complexes exerted very strong synergistic effects on cancer growth suppression by acting on psiRNA-bcl2 and (KLA)4 peptide simultaneously. The ternary complexes having a targeting-ligand, transferrin (TfP), were found to be especially effective at binding to the TfP receptor rich cancer cells, HCT119. The plasmid DNA (pDNA) in ternary complexes was completely condensed at various content of LMWSC-PEG-TfP (32-64 times more than pDNA) and released into cells. pDNA in the complexes was protected from DNase present on the exterior of cells. The size (165-248 nm) of ternary complexes with LMWSC-PEG-TfP was increased, but surface charges (3-4.5 mV) were decreased. These results likely occurred because the free amine-group of LMWSC decreased in response to conjugated transferrin. Moreover, transfected ternary complexes with LMWSC-PEG-TfP were not expressed in the normal cells (HEK293), but were over expressed in HCT119 cells. These findings indicate that the ternary complexes can be specifically targeted to HCT119 cancer cells. The useful complexes for gene and peptide delivery had high anticancer activities via a synergistic effect due to co-operative action of psiRNA and (KLA)4 peptide in HCT119 cells.